
Ever since explorers began searching for a Northwest Passage over 
400 years ago, the Arctic has been a fascinating and important 
area of study, rich with drama, adventure, even tragedy. Using 
artifacts, images, audiovisual presentations, and art, Echoes in 
the Ice: Finding Franklin’s Ship examines Arctic exploration past 
and present, profiles the explorers involved in the search for the 
Northwest Passage, and decodes the mysteries of the Franklin 
Expedition of 1845, when an entire crew vanished in the Arctic 
during an ill-fated search.

TRAVELLING EXHIBITION

These stories are told using artifacts such as instruments and 
objects dating from the same period as the Franklin Expedition, 
as well as contemporary scientific objects used by present-day 
scientists investigating the high Arctic.

New additions to the exhibition include recent Parks Canada 
photographs and videos from the discovery of the HMS Erebus  
and HMS Terror.

Echoes in the Ice promotes the rich connections between science, 
technology, and culture in a unique and educational manner. 
The exhibition is a co-production of Gone West Productions and 
the Canada Science and Technology Museum, with the generous 
support of Natural Resources Canada and Parks Canada.
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TARGET AUDIENCE
tourists  |  art and culture enthusiasts  |  school groups 

LANGUAGES
All exhibition elements are presented in a bilingual format.

SPACE REQUIREMENTS
• 140 m2 to 185 m2 (1,500 ft2 to 2,000 ft2)
• minimum ceiling height: 2.4 metres (8 ft) from  

finished floor

CONSERVATION REQUIREMENTS
Exhibition space must meet temperature and environmental requirements.

EXHIBITION COMPONENTS

PANELS AND BANNERS
• intro, exit, and credits panels
• three thematic zones  
 – Forensic Science: Solving History’s Mysteries
 – Echoes in the Ice: The Collages
 – Arctic Exploration: Past and Present

8 SHOWCASES
• original artifacts recovered from one of the Franklin archeological sites
• food artifacts of the same period
• nineteenth-century maritime exploration artifacts
• modern maritime exploration instruments

20 FRAMED COLLAGES

INTERACTIVE AND AUDIOVISUAL ELEMENTS
• interactive table depicting a skeleton illustration with 4 movable  

surface blocks
• videos 
 – Exhumation of frozen corpses on Beechey Island
 – Arcticnet polar research
 – Parks Canada underwater archeology 
 – Discovery of HMS Erebus
• replica Beechey Island grave marker, mounted on a tabletop, 

including photos of exhumed corpse 
• circumpolar Arctic table map
• full-size mannequin in high-Arctic gear
• large Arctic ice scene backdrop, with parkas and goggles,  

for photo ops

SUPPORT MATERIAL
• forensic Science Education Kit 
• gallery-style guides to the collages
• educators guide annotated with Atlas Links
• installation guide and condition reports 
• promotional materials (images, media releases, PSAs)

INSURANCE
Borrower must provide an insurance certificate.

SHIPPING
• 8 crates
• total weight: 1,644 kg (3,625 lb)

FEES
• $9,300 / 12 weeks
 + transportation + applicable taxes

Un feuillet d’information est également disponible en français Do you qualify for the Exhibition Circulation Fund through the Department of Canadian Heritage?  
Search online for “Museums Assistance Program.”

techno-science.ca

CONTACT 
Outreach Officers
Solange Claude 613-990-4237
Maren Hackett 613-404-6426
1-866-442-4416 (toll free within Canada)
outreach-rayonnement@techno-science.ca 
Canada Science and Technology Museums Corporation


